Learning Challenge Curriculum 2021/2022
Year 1
Big Question:

Where did the Naughty Bus
go?

Where do the leaves go
in winter?

Why Can’t Penguins
Live Near the Equator?

Why did the GFOL start
and how did it affect
London

Why are iPads more
fun than my
Grandparent’s toys?

Curriculum Wow
Day
Trips and Visitors

First Bus to come to the school
playground. Children go for a
ride on the bus.

Soup making using
Autumn vegetables.

Making scenes from
Antarctica using collage
materials.
Yorkshire wildlife Park

Baking bread
Tasting different types of
bread
Fire service in

English

The Naughty Bus
Jan & Jerry Oke

Leaf Man
Lois Ehlert
The Rabbit Problem
Emily Gravett

Lost and Found
Oliver Jeffers

Vlad and the Great Fire of
London
Kate Cunningham

Maths Links

Counting wheels on a group of
buses
Count back from the number on
the front of the bus
Count how many empty/ full
seats
Money- paying for tickets
Time the bus leaves/ arrives

What time it gets dark
Counting trees and bushes
on school premises
Measuring different leaves
(cm)
Capacity- collect a litre of
rainwater

Graphs – holiday
destinations
Measure - temperatures

Link to Science- order straw
lengths from longest to
shortest
Measure using m and cm
Weigh bricks using kg/g
Calculate how many more
bricks
Bakery- money

History lady come in to
talk and bring in toys
from the past.
Trip to Kirkstall Abbey
Museum
Dogger
Shirley Hughes
I Love You Blue Kangaroo
Granpa – John
Burningham
Ages of people in your
family
Order family by age
Months of family
birthdays
Language- before/next/
after
Run a toy shop- money

Duration of the bus journey
History

Geography

Science

Where does and did the Wheels
on the Bus Go?
Talk about what old trains, cars,
buses and planes looked like
when their grandparents were
young.
Talk the main differences
between transport today and
that of their grandparents.
Where does and did the Wheels
on the Bus Go?
Address, street maps, UK cities,
London, villages, towns, cities,
airports, stations.
Plants
What plants would the Naughty
Bus find in Knowles Park?

Why did the GFOL start and
how did it affect London?
Samuel Pepys, housing,
children, how fires are
dealt with, rich and poor,
sequence of events.

Time spent playing with
different toys in a week
Why are iPads more fun
than my Grandparent’s
toys? Toys of GPs,
technology, board games,
playground games,
television, schools.

Why is it always cold in
winter? Or
Where do the leaves go in
winter?
Weather, cold and hot
places.
Seasons
Why are there so many
leaves on the floor?

Why Can’t Penguins Live
Near the Equator?
Equator, poles, globe.

London as a capital city
Facts about the city
Buildings

Animals inc. Humans
Why are humans not like
penguins?

Materials
Which materials should
Vlad use to build his house?

Materials

Animals inc. Humans

Body parts

Antarctica landscapeNerys levy
Textiles - sort fabrics,
weave fabric and thread

Paintings of GFOL
Painting
scientist who discovered
smell

Collage

Art

Draw using pencil and crayons
Draw lines of different shapes
and thickness, using 2 different
grades of pencil
Drawing

William Morris
cold colours - Jennifer
McDuffie

Design
Technology

Design and make a Bus with
evaluation

Can we design a hat for
*****to wear whatever
the weather?

Construction
Textiles

Famous Scientist
Dr Lonnie Johnson
(famous NASA scientist
accidentally invented the
super soaker).
Lego inventor

What can our toys eat
their dinner on?
Mouldable Materials
Health Week

RE

God’s Great Plan
7 weeks
Link to God’s beautiful creations

Mary our Mother Liturgical
7 weeks

Computing

Keyboard skills

Use the @ key
Capture images with a
camera print out a
photograph

Recognise what an email
address looks like.
Join in sending a class email.

Families and Celebrations
Liturgical
7 weeks

Following Jesus
7 weeks
Resurrection
7 weeks
Liturgical

Record a sound and play
it back

Word process ideas using a
keyboard Use the spacebar,
back space, enter, shift and
arrow keys
Enter information into a
template to make a graph
Talk about the results
shown on a graph

Music

Diocese singing- music about
God’s creation

Appraise- listen and
respond to Vivaldi’s Four
Seasons- Autumn and
Winter.
Unit- Can you picture that
instrument?

Compose- create a
soundscape for a cold
place Unit- What can I
hear in this place?

Perform- Great Fire of
London song with sign
language
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=J5eVlKWSHAA
Unit- Can you hold a note?

What could be in our fruit
salad? Cooking
Miracles
7 weeks

Create a simple series of
instructions - left and right.
Record routes. Understand
forwards, backwards, up
and down.
Put two instructions
together to control a
programmable toy
Begin to plan and test a
Bee-bot journey

Diocese singing

Year 2
Big Question:

What would Traction Man
find exciting about our city,
town, village?

How have people like
Rosa Parks helped to
make the world a better
place?

Where would you
prefer to live: England
or Kenya?

What do we know about
the Victorians and the
way they lived?

Why do we love to be
beside the seaside?

Curriculum
Wow Day
Trips and
Visitors

WOW Day based on landmarks
in Bradford- Art themed day

Inspirational people Art
Day- bus- Rosa Parks, Black
Panther- MLK.

Old fashioned Victorian
School Day

Seaside outside in schoolice cream van in, sand
castles, paddling pools.
Trip- Bridlington

English

Traction Man
Follow that Map
Scot Ritchie
Little Evie in the Wild Woods

I Am Rosa Parks
Brad Meltzer
Peaceful Protest - Yona
Zeldis McDonough

African drummingwoman in from singing in
the rain.
Kenyan Art.
Volunteer in from travel
agent/ air hostess.
Lila and the Secret of Rain

Major Glad and Major Dizzy
– Janet Oke

Maths Links

Addresses links to number
Name and describe common 2D
and 3D shapes when describing
buildings
Money- cost of a journey
Lines of symmetry in buildings

Dates and how long ago
she lived
Tell the story of her life in
numbers

Distance from nearest city
to an African city in words
and numbers
Quickest flight to Africa
Plan a trip to an African
city- create a timetable
Difference in temperature
Five number facts about
each location
Money from an African
country

Timelines
How old is your school
building?
Widest window in the
school
Warmest and coldest
places in the school
Are all the clocks in the
school telling the right
time?

Billy’s Bucket –
challenging enough???
Tiddler – Julia Donaldson
Seahorse – John
Butterworth
Miles or km on a journeycount in 10/100
Use column addition to
work out the length of
journeys
Money- pay for ice
creams up to £10 using
different coins
Link to Science- height
and length of different
pets cm and m
Compare price of pet
foods
Design a house for a pet
using 2D and 3D shapes
Why do we love to be
beside the seaside?
History of visits to the
seaside Victorians – see
Teaching Primary History

History

How have people like Rosa
Parks helped to make the
world a better place? Who
are famous, Parks, Malala,
Mandela, racial, disability

What do we know about
the Victorians and the way
they lived?

and sexual discrimination,
rights of children. Special
things people have done to
make the world better.

Victorian Children, Queen
Victoria, schools, work, rich
and poor.

Geography

Special places in Bradford,
postcodes, holidays in the UK,
local maps, landmarks,

Where would you prefer
to live: England or Kenya?
Compare climate, animals
in Kenya, fruits and food,
schools, drought, water,
weather

Science

Plants
How old are the trees around
us?

Famous Scientist

Animals inc. Humans

Materials
What is our school made
of?

Art

Photographs of landmarks in the
style of an artist. Drawing unit.

Explore Mandela artwork.
Who am I?
Self-portraits and portraits
of their famous people.
Use of shade, tone and tint.

Kenyan Art
Printing Unit
Clay pots
3D/Textiles

LS Lowry Paintings

Design
Technology

Can we design our own
bedroom door name signs?
Link to buildings and homes
Mouldable Materials

RE

The Mass
Traction Man visit to church

Mysteries
Liturgical

The Good News
Liturgical

Chosen People
Link to Rosa Parks
Eastertide
Liturgical

Send and reply to messages sent by
a safe email partner (within school).

Write a simple program
and test it

Word process a piece of
text. insert/delete a word
using the mouse and arrow
keys. Highlight text to
change its format (B, U, I)?

Predict the outcomes of a set
of instructions

Why might our animals
bite you?
Mechanisms

Why do we love to be
beside the seaside?
Physical features of
coasts, holidays, compare
coastal town to own
town,
See knowledge mats
Living things and their
habitats
Why would a jellyfish not
make a good pet?
Postcards - landscapes
Collage

What shall we have in our
sandwiches today?
Cooking and Nutrition
How will we float our
boats?
Materials
The Birth of the
Church/The First
Christians

Computing

Predict what the outcome
of a simple program will be

Use right angle turns

Experiment with text,
pictures and animation to
make a simple slide show

Find information on a website.
Click links in a website. Print a web
page to use as a resource

Use the repeat commands
Test and amend a set of
instructions

Use the shape tools to
draw

Music
Compose- Create own music using
instruments

Diocese singing

Unit- What’s the symbol for the
cymbal?

Perform- Music from KenyaAfrican drumming

Diocese singing

Unit- Are we in time for
this music?

Appraise- listen to BBC
top 5 sea pieces
https://www.bbc.co.uk/p
rogrammes/articles/3Fm
3H66YnxNZslLrSX3mMvh
/top-six-sea-pieces
Unit- do we only use
pitch in PE?

Year 3
Big Question:
Curriculum Wow Day
Trips and Visitors

English

Maths Links

How did life change in prehistory?

Do you think Sir Titus Salt was a
hero or a villain?

Why were the Ancient Greeks
ruled by their Gods?

Why do so many people go
to the Mediterranean for
their holidays?

Cave Paintings
Soil investigation
Visit to Cliffe Castle
Visit to Starr Carr?
The Boy with the Bronze Axe Kathleen Fiddler
Stone Age Boy - Sitoshi
Kitamura
Calculate the difference
between two dates
Measure replica artefacts mm
and g
Link to Science:
Weigh rocks- nearest g
Calculate difference between
weight of rocks

Trip to Saltaire
Industrial Museum

Ancient Greek sculpting vases
Olympic games activities
Ancient Greece Workshop - Leeds
City Museum
Greek Myths - Marcia Williams
Who Let the God Out? - Maz Evans
Ancient Greece – Linda Honan
Men and Gods – Rex Warner
Problem Solving – Greek number
system
Make an ancient Greek Temple
using modelling materials and
naming the 3D shapes
Make and play TOP TRUMPS about
the Ancient Greek Gods
Link to Science- time race times
and calculate difference

Travel agent visit
Manchester airport day trip

Street Child – Bernie Doherty
The Railway Children – E Nesbit
Not Always a Perfect Place – Judy
Waite
Timeline of Sir Titus Salt’s life
Subtracting- bales of wool (from
1000)
Design an village to scale
Link to Science:
Measure shadows to the nearest
cm
Acute or obtuse angle of shadow

The Mystery of the Mona Lisa –
Elizabeth Singer Hunt

How many seats occupied/
unoccupied in a plane
Read a thermometer
Measure hand luggage to see if
it’s allowed on the plane
Holiday budget

History

Measure layers in a soil sample
to nearest mm
Who first lived in Britain?
Homes, food, shelter – Bronze,
Iron and Stone Age.
Archaeology.

Record observations of shadows
using 24 hour clock
Do you think Sir Titus Salt was a
hero or a villain?
Who was STS? Industrial Revolution
and impact on Bradford, Saltaire,
wool, child employment.

Measuring long jumps
Why were the Ancient Greeks ruled
by their Gods? Impact of AG,
Athens, Sparta, Gods, Olympics,
Democracy,

Geography

Science

Art

Rocks
What do rocks tell us about the
way the Earth was formed?
Mary Anning

Light and Dark
How far can you throw your
shadow?
Link to sources of light in Victorian
time e.g. street lighting, homes etc
Invention of the lightbulb 1879.

LCC Printing Unit
How can we string together a
printed picture?

LCC Painting Unit
Which famous artists lived near
here? David Hockney

Design Technology

LCC Unit
How can we design and make a
small jewellery container?
Mouldable Materials

RE

Christian Family

LCC Unit
Can we all go and fly a kite
Link to Victorian children
Construction
What would my dinner be back in
time? Cooking and Nutrition
Called to Change

Magnets
Animals inc. Humans
How can Usain Bolt run so fast?
Link to The Olympics

LCC 3D Unit
What is in front of the mask? LCC
Unit
Greek Masks of characters from
Greek Plays

Why do so many people go to
the Mediterranean for their
holidays?
Countries, benefits, climate,
produce, attract someone to
visit, languages, currency
Plants
What makes plants and flowers
grow and flourish?
How have plants and flowers
needed to adapt in order to
flourish in hot Mediterranean
climates?
Illustrated book linked to
Europe or famous European
illustrators.

LCC Unit
How will our tiles stay on the roof?
Year 4 unit
Mouldable Materials

Drawing LCC Unit
Could we be book illustrators?
Collage LCC Unit
How can collage help us make a
book for younger children?
LCC Unit
How interactive can we make
our books?
Mechanisms

Jesus the Teacher

Being a Christian

Computing

Mary Our Mother
Liturgical Autumn 2

Reconciliation
Liturgical Spring 1

Databases – different types of
rocks
Find relevant information by
browsing a menu.
Search for an image, then copy
and paste it into a document.

Camera skills – link to trip to
Saltaire
PPT Presentation – visit to Saltaire
Internet skills – take notes

Perform- Pentatonic scale

Music from the Industrial
Revolution- Beethoven Symphony
Number 5

Liturgical Spring 2
Celebrating Easter and Pentecost
Liturgical
Algorithms – make patterns and
shapes from commands.
Link to Ancient Greece –use scratch
to navigate the minotaur maze.

Music
Unit- What is so special about 5
notes?

Unit- What was the composer
thinking?

Perform- Music Heroes of Troy
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programm
es/articles/1GT57KL66tMlyyhWkxt
qcsZ/heroes-of-troy-7-heroesfinale

Use the internet to make a
postcard
Email – electronic postcard
attachment from European
country
Internet skills – search, copy,
paste, save images.
Compose- Unit- What is a
melody? Compose a holiday
advert.

Year 4
Big Question:
Curriculum Wow Day
Trips and Visitors
English

Why are most of the world’s
cities located near rivers?

How can we recreate the
wonder of Ancient Egypt?

Why were the Romans so
powerful and what did we
learn from them?

What makes the Earth
angry?

Creating a model of the rivers
journey from source to mouth.
Wind in the Willows
A River Ran Wild Lynne Cherry
The Drop in my Drink Meredith
Hooper
Raven and River – Nacy White
Colstrom

Canopic Jars

Creating Mosaic designs using
paper tiles.
The Journey of IIlona- Young Slave
Richard Platt
The Captive Celt – Terry Dreary
Roman Invasion – Jim Eldridge

Create a 3D Volcano model

Egyptian Cinderella
Shirley Climo and or
Secrets of a Sun King
The Nile River in the Sand – Molly
Aloian

Escape from Pompei - Christina
Balit
Firework Maker’s Daughter
Running Wild – Michael
Morpurgo
When the Earth Shakes – Simon
Winchester
Adapt English Unit from Y3 to
Y4 objectives.

Maths Links

Measure – distance
Add and subtract population
figures
Plan and cost a trip to visit a
city

History

Egyptian number hieroglyphs
10 number facts about the Nile
Egypt- currency
Population- compare to UK
Distance to Cairo from Leeds
Bradford Airport
Accurate net of a square based
pyramid given measurements and
angles
Total weight of multiple quantities
of feathers

Roman numerals
Count on and back up to 10,000number of men in a Roman legion
or army
Dimensions of a Roman fort
Can you record how far your
Roman catapult can fire?
Day in the life of a Roman- using 24
hour clock
Science link- cost of different foods
Dividing a chocolate bar- fractions
and decimals
Calories in different foods

How can we recreate the wonder
of Ancient Egypt? Archaeologist,
pharaohs, pyramids, what have we
learnt, writing. 2

Why were the Romans so powerful
and what did we learn from them?
Gladiators, impact on Britain,
weaponry, Boudicca, famous
Romans. 3

Geography

Why are most of the world’s
cities located near rivers?
How are they formed? Water
cycle, erosion, deposition, cities
located by rivers. Location of
world’s most famous and
longest rivers. 1

Egypt as a holiday destination
The River Nile

Science

States of Matter
How would we survive without
water?
Living things and their habitats
Which wild animals and plants
can thrive in our local
environment?

Sound
Why is the sound made by a
sistrum enjoyed by many in Ancient
Egypt?
Link to Ancient Egyptian music

Calculating how long it has been
since the last volcanic eruption
in different places around the
world.
Links to Science- Record how
long you spend online in a day/
week
Best location for a wind turbine
on the school grounds- record
measurements
How long lights are on in the
classroom- day/week/ month/
year
English unit linked to Pompei
and Roman Life. 4

What makes the Earth angry?
Natural Disasters and how they
affect people’s lives.
Causes of volcanoes,
earthquakes and tsunamis.
Extreme UK weather e.g.
flooding.

Animals inc. humans
What happens to the food we eat?
Link to pizza unit

Electricity
How would you cope for a day
without electricity?

Art

Painting LCC Landscapes Unit
Year 3 – What’s that coming
over the hill?

LCC 3D Unit
How will we make our museum
exhibits?

Design and Technology How will we bridge that gap?
Year 3 LCC Unit.
Construction

RE

Computing

The Bible

Trust in God
Liturgical

LCC Collage Unit
How will our mosaics improve the
look of our school?

LCC DT Units:
What is your favourite type of
Pizza? Cooking and Nutrition
How will we take our pizza home?
Materials
Celebrating the Mass
Jesus the Saviour
Liturgical
Presentation on life in Ancient
Rome
Internet skills

Algorithms – navigate a boat
down a river using Scratch
Data retrieving – images,
download, copy and paste
images from trip to Bolton
Abbey

Data retrieving Year 5 objectives
Link to Sound –podcasts, audacity,
audible, insert sounds into multimedia presentations.

Appraise- Smetana ~ Moldau
(river music)

Compose-

Perform- Boudicca

Unit- Could we be soundtrack
editors in the film industry?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/scho
ol-radio/music-ks1-ks2-rockingromans-3-boudicca/zk2rgwx

Music

LCC Drawing Unit
How can we bring our drawings
to life?
Textiles - How cosy is our quilt?
LCC DT Units
How can we shelter from the
storm? Year 6 unit
Materials
The Mission of the Church
Belonging to the church
Link to Romans
Databases – different volcanoes
Spreadsheets – data on
different volcanoes

Diocese Singing

Unit- Are we off the scale? Use
instruments and notation to
create river music

Compose music for Ancient Egypt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GI6dOS5ncFc

Unit- Can we be musical
codebreakers?

Year 5
Why was Baghdad the
centre of learning in 900AD

Why should Britain be ashamed
of slavery?

Why would you choose to live
in London?

Why should the rainforests
matter to all of us?

Curriculum Wow Day
Trips and Visitors

Introduced new text, The
Librarian of Basra. Each child
was given a picture from the
book to recreate using oil
pastels.

Slavery Museum Liverpool?
Can you Design a bag for life ?

Overnight stay to London
London Landmarks inspired by Ken
Done
Can you design and make a soft
toy? DT

Chester Zoo- Rainforests
workshop?

English

The Librarian of Basra-Jeanette
Winter
Oranges in No-Man’s LandElizabeth Laird
The Golden Horsemen of
Baghdad- Saviour Pirotta

Adapt English Unit from Y4 to Y5
objectives.
Settlements of the Thames – Rob
Bowden
Member of Parliament – Richard
Heller

Maths Links

Patterns in Islamic art using a
protractor and parallel lines
Patterns using co-ordinates in
all four quadrants
3D shapes in architecture
(dimensions)
Number systems from the
Ancient world

Journey to Jo’burg
Sweet Clara and the Freedom Quilt
– Deborah Hopkinson
From Slave Ship to Freedom Road –
Julius Lester and Rod Brown
Who was Nelson Mandela? Meg
Deviso
Science link- How long have you
been alive? months/ weeks/ days/
hours/ minutes/ seconds
Total age of all the children in your
class
Calculate average age in your
family
% of time spent by a human baby
eating/ sleeping compared to an
animal baby

The Lorax – Dr Seuss
The Explorer – Katherine
Rundell
Forever Forest – Kristen Joy
Pratt Serafini
The Great Kapok Tree- Lynne
Cherry
Use numbers (% and fractions)
to talk about deforestation
Chart decline of endangered
species
Compare rainfall - rainforest to
UK
Mean average temp in the
playground over a week
Science linksLife cycle of butterfly length of
stages in days/ mins/ hours/
seconds
Measure plant parts mm and
cm
% of tadpoles who survive to be
adult frogs
Average height in your class

History

Why was Baghdad the centre of
learning in 900AD ?
House of Wisdom, Prophet
Mohammed, health care, art
and culture, Baghdad

Why should Britain be ashamed of
slavery?
Slave Trade and Britain’s part in the
Salve Trade, slave auctions
transportation ships,

Science links- use maths to explain
the effect of pulleys
Investigate- doubling the area of
the parachute will halve the time it
takes to descend,

Geography

Location of the Middle East

Science

Properties and changes in
materials

Animals inc. Humans
How different will you be when you
are as old as your grandparents?
Links to slavery - age of
slaves/physical attributes

Why would you choose to live in
London?
Comparative study to Bradford.
Capital cities of the world, city,
town, village, famous buildings,
monarchy, situated near rivers,
River Thames, transport.
Forces
Does everything that goes up
always come down? Link to
skyscrapers and cranes

Why should the rainforests
matter to all of us?
Where are rainforests located?
Biomes, endangered animals,
physical features of rainforests,
the Amazon,
Living things and their habitats
Do all animals start as an egg?
Link to different rainforest
animals.

Earth and Space
Will we ever send another
astronaut to the moon?
Art

Design technology

RE

Computing

LCC Textiles Unit
What will our wall hanging
celebrate?
Link to Islamic wall hangings
Mendhi patterns
LCC DT Unit
Who will win the great Year 5
bread bake off? Cooking and
Nutrition
Links explore bread from
around the world and its use in
religion.
World Faiths – main focus on
Islam

LCC Self-portraits painting unit How
did the Great Artists see
themselves?
Link - explore emotions in slavery
art.
LCC DT Unit Year 4
Will our bag for life last that long?
Textiles

London’s buildings – skyline in
watercolour.
LCC Year 6 Painting Graffiti Unit C
an you spray that again please?

LCC Collage Unit
What will make our rainforest
stand out?

LCC DT Unit Year 6
Design and make a soft toy
Links to Hamley’s and Harrods
Textiles

LCC DT Unit
Why would birds hatch their
eggs here?
Construction

God’s Covenant
Liturgical Autumn 2

Life in the Risen Jesus
Liturgical

Transforming Spirit
Liturgical

Reconciliation

Inspirational People

Using the internet – search
engines, compare results, copy
and paste appropriate

Presentation – create a short film
about their opinions on slavery

Creation
Algorithms – Journey around
London. Use of sensors. Control
external device – mechanical toy.

Presentation- make a
homepage for a website about a
trip to the rainforest

information, download
documents
Instant messaging linked to
online safety
Perform- Junior Jamdrumming- Which cultures have Diocese singing- Songs of the
Underground Railroad
a musical tradition of
drumming?
Unit- what makes a good
performance

Spreadsheets – Formula for the
cost of a trip to London

Big Question:

Why did the Anglo Saxons
settle in Britain?

How could Hitler have
convinced a nation that like
Germany to have followed
him?

Why has Brazil got one of
the world’s fastest growing
economies?

Curriculum Wow Day
Trips and Visitors

Making an Anglo-Saxon helmet
and brooch.
Using the Anglo-Saxon alphabet
to write a message to a friend.
Creating illuminated lettering
for display.
Beowulf – Michael Morpurgo/
Ian Seraillier/ Kevin Crossley
Holland
The Lantern Bearers –
Rosemary Sutcliff

The Boy in Striped Pyjamas – John
Boyne
When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit –
Judith Kerr

Trash – Andy Mulligan
Mr Elephant’s Rio Tour – Janie
Dullard
How Night Came from the Sea –
Mary-Joan Gerson
Brazilian Folktales – Livia de
Almedia

Music

Compose- Junior Jam- keyboardsuse and understand staff and other
musical notation

Appraise- develop an
understanding of the history of
music
Unit- How can we be like the
Great Composers? Match to
history timelines and
geographical locations- Mozart,
Tchaikovsky,

Year 6

English

Were the Vikings always
victorious and vicious?

Viking Boy
How to Train Your Dragon
The Saga of Eric the Viking – Terry
Jones
The Last Viking – Terry Dreary
How to be a Viking – Cressida
Cowell

Maths Links

Copy Anglo-Saxon Art work by
measuring to nearest mm and
using a protractor
Anglo Saxon recipe- scale up
and down for different size
groups
Use four quadrants to reflect an
Anglo Saxon design

Compare dimensions and spec of
a Viking longboat with modern
ship
Scale up plans for a model Viking
longboat
Plan Viking voyage bases on
average speed
Radius and diameter or a Viking
shield or brooch
Create a shield with a radial
pattern using a protractor

History

Who were the Anglo Saxons?
Impact on us, law and order,
Christianity, art, Alfred the
Great, Settlements.

Were the Vikings always
victorious and vicious?
Who were the Vikings, battles
with the Anglo Saxons, life in
Viking Britain, Viking children,
long ships, Viking meals.

Size of each participants armed
forces
Pie chart of losses from major
nations
Tell the story of Hitler’s rise to
power in numbers
Spitfire vs Stuka JU87 in numbers
Link to Science- calculate multiples
of the speed of sound
Measure the angle that light is
shining on a mirror and calculate
reflection
Shine a beam of light around an
obstacle course
Research time taken for light to
travel from the Sun to Earth
How could Hitler have convinced a
nation that like Germany to have
followed him?
How did WW2 start? Why did the
the Jewsih nation suffer? Anne
Frank Diaries, Munich 1938, Battle
of Britain, Churchill.

Geography

Science

Art

Evolution and Inheritance
Have we always looked like
this?

LCC Year 5 3D Unit.

Animals inc. Humans
Why is the heart the most
important pump we own?
Link to a healthy Viking – what
would make them stronger/
better in battle?
LCC Collage Unit

Population of 5 largest Brazilian
cities
Compare temps in regions of
Brazil
Exchange rate- currency
Reproduce Brazilian flag using a
ruler/ protractor
10 number facts about Amazon
compared to the Aire
Chart of population change in
Brazil last 50 years
Plan a trip to Brazil- distances/
costs/ travel time from Leeds
Braford

Link to blackouts

Why has Brazil got one of the
world’s fastest growing
economies?
Famous people, fruits and
natural resources, street
children, neighbouring countries.
Living things and their habitats
Link to Brazilian animals and
plants. Compare to those in the
UK.

LCC Drawing Unit Year 5

LCC Units

Light
Electricity

Design technology

Has thou slain the Jabberwock?

What did buildings looks like back
then?

Where’s the detail in that picture?

Model settlements - clay?
Mouldable materials

How will that boat fit under that
bridge? Year 5 LCC Unit
Mechanisms
Make a Viking Longship out of a
variety of materials.
Construction

LCC Units:
Will our model theatre be ready for
opening night?
Mechanisms
Can we grow our own salad?
LCC Year 6 Unit
Cooking and Nutrition
Exploring the Mass

RE

Jesus Son of God

What can we recycle to make a
recycling banner? Textiles
What will we print on our
leaver’s t-shirts?

Justice - Oscar Romero

Called to Serve
The Kingdom of God
Computing

Music

Faith in Action
Create sophisticated
multimedia presentations.
Present a film for a specific
audience.
Complex internet searches
using + OR “
Junior Jam- keyboards- Unit
Does this strike a chord with
you?

Databases – live data using data
logging, formulae bar for
mathematical scenarios link to
Science unit.

Algorithms – linked to light and
electricity unit. Control external
devices, measure sound, light,
temperature, sensors. Refine their
instructions.

Composing: Unit- Where can we
get inspiration for our music?
Creating own music using vocal
and instruments.

Junior Jam- drumming- Listen with
attention to detail and recall
sounds with increasing aural
memory

Data Retrieving and Organising –
experiment with images, special
effects in images, make a
graphics poster.
Video chat and online
discussions– with people in
another country or organisation
Diocese Singing- Unit-How can
we show our class has the
Xfactor?
Practise and perform for leaving
concert.

